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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description Description 2018 Keystone RV Fuzion 384, Keystone Fuzion toy hauler 384
highlights: Dual Awnings Loft Bath and a Half Private Front Bedroom Enjoy each
off-road trip when you are traveling in this Fuzion 384 toy hauler fifth wheel by
Keystone RV. This unit offers a 12' 6" garage space for your toys, and a luxurious
living area for you and your friends to hang out when you aren't playing outside.
Once your toys are unloaded turn the garage into a living area or a place for your
kids to enjoy. There is a loft, dual opposing sofas, and an electric queen bed for
relaxing, playing games, or sleeping at night. The 40" TV can be used for
entertainment throughout your trip or maybe just for a special movie night. Fuzion
toy hauler fifth wheels are "More than a Garage." They give you a place to store
your toys while you are traveling yet give you the comforts of home. All of the
countertops are solid surfaces, so cleanup is a breeze and all the storage in these
units are solid cherry hardwood. The things that set Fuzion apart is the 5K
Interlock System that they have created. This system is the toughest tie-down
around! Each tie is welded into the metal which makes each tie down virtually
unbreakable and can hold up to 5,000 lbs. Along with the tie-down system, you
also have Dexter EZ Lube Axles which allow grease to flow to both inner and
outer bearings easily. The In-Command RV automation and control system is
something you don't want to miss out on. This system controls all the lights, the
6pt Hydraulic Level-Up System, the awning, plus so much more all within an app
on your phone. You don't need to settle, choose the "Hottest Brand in the
Industry." Sleeps 9 Slideouts 3

0 mi
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2018 Keystone Rv Fuzion 384 $59,911
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Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: 69255A
VIN Number: 4YDF2842XJF811005
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 6102 E US Hwy 30, 82001, Cheyenne, Wyoming, United States
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